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Reliability Compliance Monitoring Subcommittee 

EVALUATION OF THE NYCA BLACK START PROGRAM  

Introduction 

NYSRC Reliability Rule G-R1 requires that the “NYCA System Restoration Plan (SRP) shall be 
maintained to restore the NYCA system to a Normal Operating State in a safe, orderly and 
prompt manner following a major or total blackout.” One measurement (G-M1.6) for complying 
with this Reliability Rule requires that NYISO procedures require “that each transmission owner 
identify black start resources that are necessary for implementing its SRP.” Additionally, 
Measurement G-M2 requires that “Each transmission owner shall establish and maintain a 
restoration plan in accordance with the NYCA SRP, NYISO procedures, and Measurement G-M1” 
and that “The transmission owner SRP shall include procedures to identify black start resources 
that are necessary for implementing its SRP including testing requirements, in accordance with 
the NYCA SRP and NYISO procedures.“  

In compliance with this NYSRC rule and related measurements, the NYISO System Restoration 
Manual requires that restoration procedures be designed to restore the NYCA system in a safe, 
orderly, and prompt manner following a major or total blackout” (Section 3), and that the 
NYISO and TOs….”shall secure adequate black start facilities to meet the requirements of the 
NYISO SRP.” Section 3.1.2 further states that “….TOs are responsible for determining the need 
and adequacy of black start facilities to meet the requirements of their local restoration 
procedure.” 

Recently a black start provider, TC Ravenswood, a Con Edison black start provider, informed the 
NYISO that it wishes to cease providing black start service for some of its units. As a result, the 
following question was raised by RCMS:  “If this black start service were to cease for this 
Provider, what would be the effect on the ability of the NYISO and Con Edison to restore the 
NYCA system in a safe, orderly and prompt manner, and would NYSRC Reliability Rules be 
violated?”  In order for the NYSRC to make an evaluation about this concern, RCMS needed to 
clearly understand how the withdrawal of existing black start units from the NYCA SRP Black 
Start Program will affect the NYCA System Restoration Plan.  

This report provides: (1) results of an RCMS evaluation based on facts from responses to 
questions posed to the NYISO and to Con Edison, (2) RCMS conclusions from its evaluation, (3) 
and recommendations to the Executive Committee.  
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RCMS Review of the NYCA Black Start Program 

On December 5, 2011, RCMS sent a series of questions on the NYCA Black Start Program to the 
NYISO and Con Edison. Answers to these questions were provided in advance of a January 5, 
2012 RCMS meeting. In addition to discussing their answers at this meeting, the NYISO and Con 
Edison gave presentations to supplement their answers. Discussion continued at RCMS’s next 
meeting on February 2, 2012, when Con Edison gave another presentation. As a follow-up from 
this meeting Con Edison was asked to provide additional information 

The RCMS review below is based on information provided by the NYISO and Con Edison. We 
have identified the source of the information used. 

1. Components of the NYCA System Restoration Plan  

The NYCA System Restoration Plan contains two components: (i) a statewide NYISO System 
Restoration Plan administered by the NYISO that provides for the restoration of electric 
service to New York State by means of the 345 kV transmission backbone that is energized 
by large hydropower units located in northern and western New York State, and (ii) local 
system restoration plans administered by the Transmission Owners. The Con Edison system 
restoration plan is designed to restore the New York City area by means of in-City black 
start providers and transmission ties to other utilities. The Ravenswood units are Con Edison 
black start providers. [NYISO] 

2. The NYISO Restoration Plan 

The NYISO System Restoration Plan contains several generators, each with redundant black 
start capability. Specifically, the three facilities that the NYISO relies on for system 
restoration are supported by four independent black start units at each facility, and analysis 
has shown that the 345 kV backbone transmission system can be energized from any one of 
the three black start facilities. The withdrawal of any one of these units, therefore, would 
not make the NYISO unable to restore the statewide backbone transmission system in a 
prompt manner. However, in the event one of these facilities sought to withdraw from the 
NYISO System Restoration Plan, the NYISO would perform a careful analysis to ensure that 
the system restoration capability would not be impacted. [NYISO] 

The TC Ravenswood units do not participate in the NYISO System Restoration Plan and their 
withdrawal from the Black Start Program would not impact this statewide plan; their only 
potential impact would be on the Con Edison Restoration Plan and restoration of the local 
NYC area. [NYISO] 
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3. The Con Edison Restoration Plan 

The Con Edison Restoration Plan includes a number of black start providers, including 
Ravenswood. The Plan contains several different scenarios for restoring electric service based 
on the system conditions and the resources that are available at the time of an outage. [NYISO] 

Con Edison has developed a comprehensive set of restoration plans for providing for these 
scenarios. These plans are designed to return service to customers in the shortest possible time 
while ensuring that Con Edison meets NERC, NPCC, NYSRC, NYISO, and Con Edison 
restoration requirements and objectives. [Con Ed] 

Con Edison performs technical load flow analyses using PSSE (Power System Simulator for 
Engineering) software to determine a specific black start facility’s benefit to each black 
start plans. Each plan represents a restoration scenario. As part of the review, Con Edison 
determines whether generating units should be added to or removed from the Con Edison 
black start plan.  The list of black start units identified as necessary for meeting NYSRC and 
NYISO reliability requirements are sent to the NYISO to be incorporated in the NYCA System 
Restoration Plan. The TC Ravenswood units are included in the Con Edison list of necessary 
black start resources for implementing the Con Edison Restoration Plan. [Con Ed] 
 
Con Edison and the other Transmission Owners annually certify to the NYISO that their 
black start plans are in accordance with NYSRC’s system restoration reliability 
requirements. The NYISO indicated that it does not perform an independent technical 
assessment to confirm that TO plans are adequate for meeting the requirements of the 
local restoration plan. [NYISO] 
 
Since the TO black start plans provided to the NYISO are deemed necessary for meeting 
reliability rules, it can be concluded that removal of one facility could result in inadequate 
black start capacity. [RCMS] 
 
4. Con Edison Evaluation of TC Ravenswood Units Leaving the Black Start Program 
 
Con Edison performed a technical analysis of the impact on restoration time if TC 
Ravenswood – with a total black start capability of 1672 MW – were to no longer provide 
black start service. The evaluation provided the impact on restoration time as the time 
difference with and without Ravenswood as a black start facility for a Con Edison 
restoration scenario (Con Edison Plan 8) in which the NYC electric system is restored 
initially as an island. In this plan there are no electrical ties to adjacent systems, the system 
is at or near peak load, and TC Ravenswood was fully operational when the interruption 
occurred. Without black start capability the TC Ravenswood units could not commence 
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startup until transmission restoration with sufficient cranking power has reached them. 
[Con Ed] 
 
The Con Edison evaluation concluded that if the TC Ravenswood facility were no longer 
part of the Black Start Program, and if the system were to be restored under the 
restoration scenario described above, restoration time to a significant portion of load in 
New York City could increase by up to five hours.   

 
5. Efforts to Ensure an Adequate Black Start Program 

 
Beginning in January 2011, the NYISO has undertaken extensive discussions with black start 
providers, both individually and together with Con Edison, to explore concerns regarding 
the black start program, including the testing requirements, and to develop potential 
improvements to the black start program. These potential improvements will require 
changes to the NYISO Tariffs. The NYISO is planning to begin stakeholder discussions 
regarding the potential improvements in early 2012. [NYISO] 
 
Con Edison has added a provision in its Transmission Planning Criteria to require new units 
to plan for black start from the very beginning of their design process. [Con Ed]  This 
provision will not be effective in supporting Con Edison’s black start program until new 
units subject to this requirement begin commercial service. 
 
Successfully completing a black start test for the 2012/2013 Capability Year by TC 
Ravenswood and retaining its units in the Black Start Program is critical for maintaining  
Con Edison and NYCA system restoration capability for the foreseeable future.   A recent 
letter from NYSRC to the NYISO on Measurement G-M3 compliance urged the following 
actions be implemented by the NYISO: (1) remind the Provider of its obligation to schedule 
and perform black start tests in accordance with the NYSRC Reliability Rules, (2) the NYSRC 
expects the NYISO to work with the Provider and local transmission owner to arrange for 
black start testing by April 30, the end of the 2012/2013 Capability Year, and (3) to 
frequently update the Executive Committee and RCMS on the status its efforts to schedule 
a black start test. [RCMS] 

 
Conclusion 

The RCMS has concluded that for the restoration scenario described in Section 4, there is the 
potential of a five hour delay in the time needed for system restoration in NYC as the result of 
the absence of TC Ravenswood as a black start facility. This outcome would have a serious 
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adverse impact on the NYCA SRP, and is therefore unacceptable.  RCMS also concludes that the 
absence of TC Ravenswood would result in the violation of NYSRC Reliability Rules and 
requirements. NYSRC Reliability Rule G-R1 requires that the system restoration plan be 
maintained to restore the system in a safe, orderly, and prompt manner. Although the 
“prompt” restoration requirement in this Reliability Rule is not defined in terms of a specific 
numerical time period, a potential delay of up to five hours required for restoring load in New 
York City cannot be considered a prompt restoration under any reasonable interpretation of 
the rule, and would result in a significant adverse impact on the NYCA SRP.  
 
Recommendations 

The following RCMS recommendations are based upon consideration of the forgoing, and 
discussions with NYISO and Market Participants, including TC Ravenswood. Several of the 
mitigation measures cannot be effected for several years and therefore the recommendations 
are presented as immediate and medium term measures. 
 
Recommendations for Actions with Immediate Effect 

1. Notify the NYISO of the NYSRC's concern for the 2012 Summer Capability Period, 
given the current uncertainty with respect to the participation of the 
Ravenswood units in the NYISO's system restoration program, and ask the NYISO 
what actions it may be able to take to address this concern. 

2. Notify the NY PSC of NYSRC’s concern for the 2012 Summer period  and ask if the  
NY PSC plans to take any action to address the withdrawal of the Ravenswood 
units from the NYISO's system restoration program.  

3. Notify FERC of NYSRC’s concern for the 2012 Summer period, in view of TC 
Ravenswood's position that it has effectively withdrawn from participation in the 
NYISO's system restoration program.  

4. Provide TC Ravenswood an opportunity to provide support for its contention 
that Con Edison’s study findings of a delay of up to five hours in load restoration 
without the TC Ravenswood units can be mitigated through technical actions. 

5. Indicate the NYSRC's willingness to accept TC Ravenswood's offer to meet with 
all parties in an effort to resolve this situation. 

Recommendations for Actions with Medium Term Effect 

1. Request Con Edison to study the impact of retro-fitting existing Zone J units that 
are not presently black start units.  
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2. Request Con Edison study the impact of planned transmission (if any) internal to 
Zone J. 

3. Consider changes to NYSRC RR, including:   
a. Require all Zone J units with black start capability that are necessary for 

an effective system restoration plan to participate in the NYISO's black 
start program.  

b. Revise or clarify the Rule G-R1 "safe, orderly and prompt" language to 
provide a more clearly defined standard for system restoration plans. 

4. Monitor the NYISO's  initiative to develop possible changes in its tariffs and 
procedures to enhance participation in its black start program, regarding:  

a. Reasonable compensation to black start providers.  
b. Process for enlisting black start providers.  
c. Obligations of black start providers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


